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Task II : Generate a "crystallisation"  video using povray and 
mpeg_encode 
 
This task will require about 60 MB file space (you should have 100 MB in your account ...) ! 
The sequence of steps is: 
 - generate a series of snapshot configurations 
 - generate  ppm image files by using povray  
 - generate  mpg video from the ppm pictures using mpeg_encode 
  
Step 1: Generate a sequence of configuration files by changing the loop parameters 
 
- use a non-crystallized configuration from the cooling cycle of  Task  I , e.g. at 600K 
 
- check whether crystallization sets in during the run 
 
- crystallization should set in around half of the runtime: check the energy and volume in the 
results file, crystallization shows up as a sudden decrease of E and V 
- if you observe crystallization (check with intcalc and by investigation of the atomic 
arrangement using gnuplot),  generate a sequence of configuration files for the video ; this 
implies generation of a lot of output and  intermediate files. These data should be kept in a 
separate subdirectory: 
  
- mkdir cryst    - will generate a new subdirectory named “cryst” 
 
- modify the mdnptinput file in order to repeat the previous crystallization but generate more 
(e.g. 200) snapshot configurations by modifying the setting in mdnptinput accordingly: 
 
testc600 
cryst 
500 
1.37E-020 19.6E-020 10.96 2.278 2.556E-10  
500 5.0E-10 6.0E-10 
0.064 
21.0e-10 1e8 100000 
1e-15 
10 100 200  
N 
5 
 
This will result in 200 snapshots which (hopefully) include the crystallization; they should all 
be stored in the subdirectory "cryst" (check using the “ls” command: “ls cryst” will list all 
files in subdirectory cryst). 
 
Step 2:  Generate the individual ppm picture files 
  
 
Fortunately, the task of converting the configuration file into pictures is automated by the 
kontoppmc program which converts a numbered sequence configuraiton files into ppm format 
pictures;  
 
   kontoppmc filename   
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will convert a sequence of configuration files named filename1 ... filenameN into a ppm 
picture sequence. This program needs also the cplot3  procedure, which you generate by 
downloading the cplot3.c source code and compile it with cc cplot3.c  –lm  –o cplot3  .   
 
Step 3: Generate the mpg video file 
 
  - edit the example parameter file cryst.param , insert your actual filename and file sequence 
numbers 
  - then encode the ppm files using 
   
      mpeg_encode  cryst.param 
       
   which will pack the ppm files into an .mpg video file. Note that you may have to adjust the 
cryst.param file to match your actual filename and file number. 
    
- the mpg-file can be viewed  with a suitable player (whatever is available …). 
 
   
 
 
 
 


